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This was to the performance automotive companies on IDX the 2012 2015. type 

research a quantitative dy, total f 13 a of automotive that been from population using 

purposive method. ta method uis acomparison consisting a sectional and series ysis.  

 

results that results calculations the approach, companies Indonesia the period 

fluctuations experienced decline the average the of and automotive were unhealthy in 

2012-2015 Based on results time analysis automotive in it known the Assets Over 

decreased, results Net Margin have results on the ve decreased, the the ratio increased. 

management automotive in Indonesia to investment assets, if level liquidity high the in 

is the or available only stored and have less value for the company.  

 

Keywords: automotive companies, Cross sectional aprroach, Time series analysi. I. 

INTRODUCTION The company as an interests of the or interests its Success achieving in 

company something must considered the of goal one the that be by company its 

Performance or appraisal a or can used a for making, internal external.  

 

company's financial is description the financial which analyzed financial tools, that can 

seen the or financial of company is reflection the work performance during a certain 

period. 802 International Journal Of Science, Technology & Management 

http://ijstm.inara This an matter that resources by company be used in face 



environmental In performance appraisal also by to their to and achieve the goals set by 

the company.  

 

The way to find out the good and bad finances of a can found analyzing relationships 

various in financial Some the tools in financial performance a include ratios, profitability, 

and market ratios. atios is common thing, wherresults cprovide a relative measure of the 

company's operations The analysis sourced the financial from which can seen 

developmentthe financial from to and take actions avoid failure.  

 

financial analysis itself starts with using basic finance, namely balance sheet, profit and 

loss and flow Financial and performance have close financial have large and ratio its own 

For the used present purpose the being carried if ratio not accordance the out, the r will 

not be used for that investor. For companies, ratio is way find the of company's 

performance can directly or financial if produces that not accordance the company's so 

the can to in increasingly competitive [3].  

 

financial a analyst be able assess he manager plan implement intevery action 

consistently the of shareholder This of can be by parties, as to whether is (feasible) to 

provide additional funds or new credit. Prospective investors project tcompany's future 

pris one of countries a population, many National (MNC) companies looking Indonesia a 

market.  

 

industry shows rapid in is automotive The of vehicles, cars motorbikes, increasingly the 

in This is makes automotive both and compete to the one in The of automotive world 

the few has manufacturers hato things can make financial performance positive trend, 

so can continue to the This makes researchers to the performance various sectors, has 

done 5].  

 

the four years, sales Indonesia experienced and where retail Indonesia reached hundred 

The Automotive (Gaikindo) the of on growth the market Indonesia 803 International 

Journal Of Science, Technology & Management http://ijstm.inara from to Data that 

growth the market Indonesia increased in then in and In to factories, factory fact market 

from to retail is number sales year, market the t control of the automotive market in 

Indonesia.  

 

This was by factors, of factors the automotive market 2014 to sluggish global senior 

economist revealed the industry only of factors by global downturn. you on previous the 

of automotive (2015) not as as 2012." Even 2015, sales 7% the year. that not there no 

(http://fokus.kontan.co.id). slowdown the economy resulted the shutdown one the 

originating America, the Motor Company, nearly years Indonesia, which the factory 



America, closed its operations in 2016. II.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW The financial can interpreted a of efforts by ability actions certain 

[7] Performance a measure achievement carrying tasks on level ability can done, 

performance the between ability task Company performance is a company display in a 

certain period. Company performance appraisal the determination the effectiveness an 

organization, based predetermined and goals Measurement of is used is measurement 

of level of liquidity, activity, solvency and profitability as follows: Liquidity in the of 

company meet short-term liabilities, the ratio the between assets and current liabilities.  

 

the ratio between current assets Current consist cash, securities, receivable inventories. 

current consists accounts notes tax payable, / payable, other debts. high ratio indicates 

good creditors, meaning any time company has ability pay its obligations. a current 

indicates bad for meaning the is to off short- term obligations. The formula used. The 

ratio the of reduction total assets inventories by debt. ratio more the of 804 

International Journal Of Science, Technology & Management http://ijstm.inara current 

assets that are more l that linked current Whereas is most element current and asset is a 

in event liquidity, the formula for use, namely: Activity activity is ratio measures efficient 

company in managing assets utilizing resources owns. is expressed Activity is ratio 

measures a uses assets. Ratio (Solvency).  

 

The activity ratios used in this study consisted of: Receivabledengan rumus: Inventory 

Turn Over Total Assets Turn Over Leverage r(solvency) is ratio measures a to mets 

long-term [10]leverageis ratio measures far company uses its total debt. Debt to Assets 

Ratio Debt to Equity Ratio Profitability ratio, profitability ratio is a ratio that measures 

the company's ability to generate profits during also provides an overview of the 

management in out operational Profitability has positive with dividend ratio, the the of 

the the distributed the to [11].  

 

The profitability ratios used in the study consist of: Gross Profit Margin Net Profit 

Margin 805 International Journal Of Science, Technology & Management 

http://ijstm.inara Return on Assets Return on Equity Hypothesis Development This 

focuses the of companies on IDX the 2012-2015 seen the financial namely balance and 

(loss) in certain in assessment four tools, the ratio includes current then the analysis 

financial which of debt the analysis the ratio of debt and the ratio consisting of net 

profit margin. H 1 : Comparison of automotive financial performance in an increasing 

period. III.  

 

METHODS The design a descriptive namely which describes describes particular which 

an of state of variable tis accordance with reality the [12]. population this are automotive 



listed the in case data sourced the financial documents include balance sheet profit 

statements the 2013-2015. sample from population uses company's statements include 

balance sheet profit statements the 2013-2015, a sampling method the is based certain 

The of collection data uses Annual which listed the Stock the analysis analysis, namely 

analysiscross-sectional as as appraisal looking the activity ratio, profitability ratio, 

liquidity ratio and leverage. IV.  

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION Result The of series were out comparing financial 

performance of companies on Indonesia Exchange (IDX) selected samples 2012 2015. 

results the ratios 2012-2015 in automotive companies can be seen in the table below. 

806 International Journal Of Science, Technology & Management http://ijstm.inara Table 

Automotive Company Liquidity Ratio 20122015 Compa Current Ratio 2012 2013 

Difference Informa ASII 1,40% 1,24% - 0,16% Decreased AUTO 1,16% 1,84% 0,68% 

Increased BRAM 2,13% 1,57% - 0,56% Decreased INDS 2,33% 3,86% 1,53% Increased 

NIPS 1,11% 1,05% - 0,06% Decreased SMSM 2,05% 2,11% 0,06% Increased Compa 

Current Ratio 2013 2014 Difference Informa ASII 1,24% 1,31% 0,07% Increased AUTO 

1,84% 1,33% - 0,51% Decreased BRAM 1,57% 1,42% - 0,15% Decreased INDS 3,86% 

2,91% - 0,95% Decreased NI PS 1,05% 1,29% 0,24% Increased SMSM 2,11% 2,11% 0% C 

onstan Compa Current Ratio 2014 2015 Difference Informa ASII 1,31% 1,38% 0,07% 

Increased AUTO 1,33% 1,32% - 0,01% Decreased BRAM 1,42% 1,81% 0,39% Increased 

INDS 2,91% 2,23% - 0,6 8% Decreased NIPS 1,29% 1,05% - 0,24% Decreased SMSM 

2,11% 2,39% 0,28% Increased Source: Process data The of liquidity of companies 

2012-2013 experienced an increase in fthe remaining companies, namely Astra 

International Nipress, a In the International and companies an and Sempurna constant 

while other companies a From to 2015, International still an and Kordsa Selamat also an 

in Meanwhile, companies a namely Astra and Overall, condition financial in is an 

condition the ratio automotive is 2% This result reinforcedwhich that that ups downs 

these will an on financial income Based these it be that year companies a in the 

company's off short-term obligations, this is ups and downs the so this is good the The 

is the results of the activity ratios for 2012 - the table below. 807 International Journal Of 

Science, Technology & Management http://ijstm.inara Table Automotive Company 

Activity Ratios Period 20122013 Compa Total Assets Turno 2012 2013 Difference 

Informa ASII 1,03 0,91 - 0,12 Decreased AUTO 0,93 0,86 -0,07 Decreased BRAM 0,76 0,84 

0,08 Increased INDS 0,89 0,78 - 0,11 Decreased NIPS 1,34 1,14 - 0,2 Decreased SMSM 

1,51 1,39 -0,12 Decreased Source: Process data Table Automotive Company Activity 

Ratio 2013 – Compa Total Assets Turno 2013 2014 Difference Informa ASII 0,91 0,85 

-0,06 Decreased AUTO 0,86 0,85 - 0,01 Decreased BRAM 0,84 0,67 -0,17 Decreased INDS 

0,78 0,82 0,04 Increased NIPS 1,14 0,84 -0,3 Decreased SMSM 1,39 1,51 0,12 Increased 

Source: Process data Tabel 4.  

 



Automotive Company Activity Ratio 20142015 Compa Total Assets Turno 2014 2015 

Difference Informa ASII 0,85 0,75 -0,1 Decreased AUTO 0,85 0,82 - 0,03 Decreased 

BRAM 0,67 0,71 0,04 Increased INDS 0,82 0,65 - 0,17 Decreased NIPS 0,84 0,64 - 0,2 

Decreased SMSM 1,51 1,26 -0,25 Decreased Source: Process data The asset of 

automotive was in healthy condition, in -the that an in asset was PT. Kordsa an of and 

companies decreased.  

 

2013 2014 were companies experienced increase, namely Indospring and Selamat (1,2) 

all experienced decrease total turnover.2014 2015, that experienced increase PT. Kordsa 

an of and companies a in asset the financial performance of automotive companies in 

Indonesia is iunhealthy state because the average each is than (Houston, p. This that 

automotive in have been to the assets owned order increase resulting income the 

income less than the total value of assets owned by the company.  

 

808 International Journal Of Science, Technology & Management http://ijstm.inara The 

of solvency for -in companies be seen in the following table: Tabel 5. Automotive 

Company Profitability Ratio 20122015 Compa Net Prof 2012 2013 Difference Informa 

ASII 12,1% 11,5% - 0,6% Decreased AUTO 13,7% 9,3% - 4,4% Decreased BRAM 12,9% 

2,5% - 9,4% Decreased INDS 9,1% 8,7% - 0,4% Decreased NIPS 3,1% 3,7% 0,6% 

Increased SMSM 11% 14% 3% Increased Compa Net Prof 2013 2014 Selisih Keterang 

ASII 11,5% 11,0% - 0,5% Decreased AUTO 9,3% 7,8% - 0,5% Decreased BRAM 2,5% 7,9% 

5,4% Increased INDS 8,7% 6,8% - 1,9% Decreased NIPS 3,7% 4 ,9% 1,2% Increased 

SMSM 14% 16% 2% Increased Compa Net Prof 2014 2015 Difference Informa ASII 11,0% 

8,5% - 2,5% Decreased AUTO 7,8% 2,8% - 5% Decreased BRAM 7,9% 6% - 1,9% 

Decreased INDS 6,8% 0,1% - 6,7% Decreased NIPS 4,9% 3,1% - 1 ,8% Decreased SMSM 

16% 16% 0% C onstan Source: Process data Based the above, automotive net margins 

that companies experienced decline, those experienced increase 2012 2013 only and 

Sempurna.  

 

2013 2014, companies experienced decrease net margins Astra Astra and Furthermore, 

Selamat and Kordsa increase net argins. results 2014 2015 all automotive Indonesia a 

but Sempurna constant profit The results that companies Indonesia are in an unhealthy 

condition because they are below 5% [15].  

 

This indicates a the company's performance, a net income generated by the This result 

he research [explaining that the ratio not significant in reports, producing negative 

results in financial reports. The nalysis calculation will comparison of the financial 

performance ratios of a Exchange in -with average the The of sectional analysis of 

liquidity ratios can be seen in the table below. 809 International Journal Of Science, 

Technology & Management http://ijstm.inara Table Results of the Liquidity Ratio of 



Automotive Companies 20122015 Compa Code 2012 Decision Current Ratio Mean 

Industry Difference Informa ASII 1,40% 1,70% 0,30% < rr in Unhealthy AUTO 1,16% 

1,70% 0,54% < rr in Unhealthy BRAM 2,13% 1,70% -0,96 < rr in Unhealthy INDS 2,33% 

1,70% -0,63 < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 1,11% 1,70% 0,59% > rr in Healthy SMSM 2,05% 

1,70% -0,35 > rr in Healthy 2013 ASII 1,24% 1,95% 0,71% < rr in Unhealthy AUTO 1,84% 

1,95% 0,1% < rr in Unhealthy BRAM 1,57% 1,95% 0,38% < rr in Unhealthy INDS 3,86% 

1,95% -1,91 < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 1,05% 1,95% 0,9% > rr in Healthy SMSM 2,11% 

1,95% -0,16 > rr in Healthy 2014 ASII 1,31% 1,73% 0,42% < rr in Unhealthy AUTO 1,33% 

1,73% 0,4% < rr in Unhealthy BRAM 1,42% 1,73% 0,31% < rr in Unhealthy INDS 2,91% 

1,73% -1,18 < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 1,29% 1,73% 0,44% < rr in Unhealthy SMSM 2,11% 

1,73% -0,38 > rr in Healthy Source: Process data Table Analysis of the Liquidity Ratio of 

Automotive Companies 20122015 Compa Code 2015 Current Ratio Mean Industry 

Difference Informa Decision ASII 1,38% 1,70% 0,32% < rr in Unhealthy AUTO 1,32% 

1,70% 0,38% < rr in Unhealthy BRAM 1,81% 1,70% -0,11 < rr in Unhealthy INDS 2,23% 

1,70% -0,53 < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 1,05% 1,70% 0,65% < rr in Unhealthy SMSM 2,39% 

1,70% -0,69 > rr in Healthy Source: Process data It be that 2012 2015 viewed the Ratio 

average company iin experienced a until end of with industry value 1.70%.  

 

next show in 2012 2015 many were as because ratio owned the was the average. that 

into healthy category are 2012 -2014 - 810 International Journal Of Science, Technology 

& Management http://ijstm.inara is in unhealthy Companies remain the category only 

Selamat in -while companies in unhealthy from Then results the ratio can be seen in the 

following table: Table Analysis of Automotive Company Activity Ratio 20122013.  

 

Compa Code 2012 Decision Total Assets Turnover Mean Industry Difference Informa 

ASII 1,03 1,07 0,04% < rr in Unhealthy AUTO 0,93 1,07 0,14% < rr in Unhealthy BRAM 

0,76 1,07 0,31% < rr in Unhealthy INDS 0,89 1,07 0,18% < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 1,34 1,07 

-0,27 > rr in Healthy SMSM 1,51 1,07 -0,44 > rr in Healthy 2013 ASII 0,91 0,98 0,07 < rr 

in Unhealthy AUTO 0,86 0,98 0,12 < rr in Unhealthy BRAM 0,84 0,98 0,14 < rr in 

Unhealthy INDS 0,78 0,98 0,2 < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 1,14 0,98 -0,16 > rr in Healthy 

SMSM 1,39 0,98 -0,41 > rr in Healthy Source: Process data Tabel 9.  

 

Automotive Company Analysis 20142015 Compa Code 2014 Total Assets Turnover 

Mean Industry Difference Informa Decision ASII 0,85 0,92 0,07 < rr in Unhealthy AUTO 

0,85 0,92 0,07 < rr in Unhealthy BRAM 0,67 0,92 0,25 < rr in Unhealthy INDS 0,82 0,92 

0,1 < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 0,84 0,92 0,08 < rr in Unhealthy SMSM 1,51 0,92 -0,59 > rr in 

Healthy 2015 ASII 0,75 0,81 0,06 < rr in Unhealthy AUTO 0,82 0,81 0,01 > rr in Healthy 

BRAM 0,71 0,81 0,1 < rr in Unhealthy INDS 0,65 0,81 0,16 < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 0,64 

0,81 0,17 < rr in Unhealthy SMSM 1,26 0,81 -0,45 > rr in Healthy Source: Process data 

Based the in -when from total turnover, the automotive industry Indonesia decreased 



the of 811 International Journal Of Science, Technology & Management 

http://ijstm.inara 2015 an value 0.81.  

 

next show in 2012 2015 period, were unhealthy because atio the company was below 

the industry average. Companies that fall into the healthy category are PT. in -while 

2014 2015 Nipress also the unhealthy Companies remain the category only Selamat in 

-while companies in unhealthy category 2012-2015. results the ratio can seen the 

following table: Table Results of Automotive Company Leverage Ratio Analysis2015 

Compa Code 2012 Decision Debt Ratio Mean Industry Difference Informa ASII 0,51% 

0,41 -0,1% > rr in Healthy AUTO 0,36% 0,41 0,05% < rr in Unhealthy BRAM 0,26% 0,41 

0,15% < rr in Unhealthy INDS 0,32% 0,41 0,09% < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 0,61% 0,41 -0,2% 

> rr in Healthy SMSM 0,42% 0,41 -0,01 > rr in Healthy 2013 ASII 0,50% 0,41 -0,09 > rr in 

Healthy AUTO 0,25% 0,41 0,16% < rr in Unhealthy BRAM 0,32% 0,41 0,09% < rr in 

Unhealthy INDS 0,20% 0,41 0,21% < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 0,71% 0,41 -0,3% > rr in 

Healthy SMSM 0,41% 0,41 0% > rr in Healthy 2014 ASII 0,5% 0,38 -0,12 > rr in Healthy 

AUTO 0,30% 0,38 0,08% < rr in Unhealthy BRAM 0,42% 0,38 -0,16 > rr in Healthy INDS 

0,20% 0,38 0,18% < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 0,52% 0,38 -0,26 > rr in Healthy SMSM 0,34% 

0,38 0,04% < rr in Unhealthy 2015 ASII 0,4% 0,38 -0,02 > rr in Healthy AUTO 0,29% 0,38 

0,09% < rr in Unhealthy BRAM 0,37% 0,38 0,01% < rr in Unhealthy INDS 0,25% 0,38 

0,13% < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 0,61% 0,38 -0,23 > rr in Healthy SMSM 0,35% 0,38 0,03% 

< rr in Unhealthy Source: Process data The Debt of automotive industry Indonesia 

decreased the of with average of from industry 812 International Journal Of Science, 

Technology & Management http://ijstm.inara average of in The results that the 2012 

2015 were companies is in unhealthy because the ratio owned by the company is below 

the industry average.  

 

Companies that fall into the category only Nipress PT. in -while in 2014 - Table 

Automotive Company Profitability Ratio Analysis 20122013 Company 2012 Decision 

ROA Mean Industry Difference Information ASII 19,9 20,1 0,2% < rr indu Unhealthy 

AUTO 15,3 20,1 4,8% < rr indu Unhealthy BRAM 6,3% 20,1 13,8 < rr indu Unhealthy 

INDS 17,7 20,1 2,4% < rr indu Unhealthy NIPS 22,7 20,1 -2,6% > rr indu Healthy SMSM 

38,6 20,1 -18,5% > rr indu Healthy 2013 ASII 16,5 18,5 2% < rr indu Unhealthy AUTO 

13,2 18,5 5,3% < rr indu Unhealthy BRAM 9,3% 18,5 9,2% < rr indu Unhealthy INDS 14,8 

18,5 3,7% < rr indu Unhealthy NIPS 19,2 18,5 -0,7% > rr indu Healthy SMSM 37,6 18,5 

-19,1% > rr indu Healthy Source: Process data Tabele Results of the Profitability Ratio of 

Automotive Companies 20142015 Compa 2014 ROA Mean Industry Difference Informa 

Decision ASII 16,4% 19% 2,6% < rr in Unhealthy AUTO 12,2% 19% 6,8% < rr in 

Unhealthy BRAM 11,3% 19% 7,7% < rr in Unhealthy INDS 14,0% 19% 5% < rr in 

Unhealthy NIPS 15,0% 19% 4% < rr in Unhealthy SMSM 44,9% 19% -25,9 > rr in Healthy 

2015 ASII 15,0% 16,2% 1,2% < rr in Unhealthy AUTO 12,1% 16,2% 4,1% < rr Unhealthy 



BRAM 12,1% 16,2% 4,1% < rr in Unhealthy INDS 7,2% 16,2% 9% < rr in Unhealthy NIPS 

11,8% 16,2% 4,4% < rr in Unhealthy SMSM 39,2% 16,2% -23% > rr in Healthy Source: 

Process data Return Asset The automotive industry Indonesia has and at end 2015 an 

value 16.2% the 813 International Journal Of Science, Technology & Management 

http://ijstm.inara industry value 19% 2014.  

 

following show in 2012 2015 many arein unhealthy because ratio of company below 

industry Companies fall the category only Nipress 2012 2013 in -PT. is in unhealthy that 

in healthy are PT. Selamat in -while companies in unhealthy category 2012-2015. results 

in with research 18] explaining Profitability the to profits all activities an company, or It 

how management can generate profits by using all the resources available in the market 

Discussion The of time analysis that Total Turn of automotive in -shows several are to 

increase ability use assets maximize in company profits.  

 

overall, ttotal turnover automotive s unhealthy condition, because the average asset 

turnover in 2012 - the optimal (2x). means there still companies cannot optimize their 

total assets to generate maximum operating profit. The on Profit show in -the Sempurna 

was to net from to showing performance that was to the net while companies a until 

Overall companies Indonesia experienced decrease the profit and below required value 

limit 5%.  

 

means automotive in Indonesia not in net well a of decrease interestheld the results the 

of the ratio, the of liquidity of companies 2012-2015 on decreased. increase occurred a 

companies in certain periods and most companies experienced a decline and the overall 

current of companies Indonesia not because was below 2% or the minimum required 

value.  

 

The of overall ratio automotive in has From to during period -many succeeded reducing 

debt assets Automotive are to maximize the usheir assets to hat exist in overall, 

companies Indonesia in healthy because leverage of companies Indonesia moved from 

specified or which 100%. result in with statement by Permatasari and Mukaram [19, 20]. 

814 International Journal Of Science, Technology & Management http://ijstm.inara The 

results of the cross-section analysis show that in 2012 - companies on Indonesia 

Exchange were in unhealthy as as companies, PT.  

 

Otoparts, Indo Kordsa, Indospring, Astra and Nipress only 2014 2015. companies were in 

healthy from - were PT. Perfect PT. was in healthy category in -This is clear the [21, who 

state that of the Indonesia is an unhealthy st This internally by decline the net and assets 

the company that are still unable to optimize profit growth within the company.  

 



Externally, tcause of unhealthy automotive performance the weakening global economy, 

which redecline in the in from2013 the of which to The of the industry Indonesia 

resulted the of FMI Motor n automotive in The of study are om the of research [23], that 

condition of automotive industry Indonesia isin or condition. The in results this occurred 

to in series in sample [24]research data from -at time condition the industry Indonesia 

experiencing significant increase.  

 

This is different from the situation in 2015, where the weak global was of factors had 

impact the of automotive in The that be from study iin rformance of companies from - 

cross analysis a and declared because current asset debt and the was than industry 

average. V. CONCLUSION Automotive in in -were an condition due to the weakening of 

the global economy that occurred during 2013-2015, this indicated the of current total 

turnover, ratio Return Assets were than average industry year during -Overall, 

companies Indonesia the - period a (unhealthy in asset net margin, current As the to 
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